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Abstract: Most of the traditional taxi path planning studies assume that the aircraft is in uniform speed，and the
optimization goal is the shortest taxi time. Although it is easy to solve，it does not consider the changes in the speed
profile of the aircraft when turning，and the shortest taxi time does not necessarily bring the best taxi fuel consumption.
In this paper，the number of turns is considered，and the improved A* algorithm is used to obtain the P static paths
with the shortest sum of the straight-line distance and the turning distance of the aircraft as the feasible taxi paths. By
balancing taxi time and fuel consumption，a set of Pareto optimal speed profiles are generated for each preselected path
to predict the 4-D trajectory of the aircraft. Based on the 4-D trajectory prediction results，the conflict by the occupied
time window in the taxiing area is detected. For the conflict aircraft，based on the priority comparison，the waiting or
changing path is selected to solve the taxiing conflict. Finally，the conflict free aircraft taxiing path is generated and the
area occupation time window on the path is updated. The experimental results show that the total taxi distance and turn
time of the aircraft are reduced，and the fuel consumption is reduced. The proposed method has high practical
application value and is expected to be applied in real-time air traffic control decision-making in the future.
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0 Introduction

With the rapid development of air transporta⁃
tion，the number of flights at China’s major airports
has continued to increase. The traffic in the flight ar⁃
ea of the airport is complicated，the taxiing time of
the aircraft is too long，and the workload of the con⁃
troller increases，which seriously threatens the safe⁃
ty of operation. Due to congestion caused by aircraft
taxiing conflict or ground waiting，each additional
minute of taxi time will increase fuel consumption
by 10—20 kg［1-2］，resulting in an increase in aircraft
emissions and affecting air quality around the air⁃
port. In order to realize the sustainable development
of air transportation，the use of scientific and effec⁃

tive taxi path planning methods can not only reduce
taxi time and fuel consumption，but also ensure the
reliability and safety of actual airport operations.

Many scholars have studied the taxi path plan⁃
ning and 4-D trajectory prediction of aircraft at the
airport，and obtained a series of research results. A
taxi 4-D trajectory is a time-based taxi route that in⁃
cludes an expected location（x，y coordinates or lati⁃
tude，longitude）at all time（t），with an allowable de⁃
viation from the expected position. The allowable de⁃
viation defines the degree of freedom with which an
aircraft can deviate from the expected x，y location at
any time and still be considered in conformance with
the 4-D trajectory［3］. In 2014，Ravizza et al.［4］ studied
the path planning of aircraft at the airport surface con⁃
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sidering time and fuel consumption，and introduced a
sequence diagram-based algorithm to solve the prob⁃
lem. In 2015，Weiszer et al.［5］ proposed the airport
surface motion database for the high calculation time
requirements of existing speed configuration optimi⁃
zation methods，and effectively separated path plan⁃
ning（routing and scheduling）and speed profile gen⁃
eration modules through pre-calculation to avoid the
same repeated optimization of taxiway. Moreover，
Weiszer et al.［6］ used a multi-objective optimization
method to solve the comprehensive optimization
problem combining runway scheduling and ground
motion problems. The proposed evolutionary algo⁃
rithm is based on an improved congestion distance，
taking into account delay costs and fuel prices. In
2016，Li et al.［7］used support vector machines to per⁃
form position classification and trajectory determina⁃
tion of taxiing aircraft，and applied data mining tech⁃
nology to predict aircraft taxiing time，determine
taxiing hotspots and conflict areas. In 2016，Chen et
al.［8］proposed the concept of active routing，which
combined 4-D trajectory routing scheduling into a
multi-objective optimization problem， and finally
generated a more environmentally friendly and cost-
effective 4-D trajectory. In 2017，Chen et al.［9］ con⁃
sidered that the route and timetable generated by taxi
time prediction were not flexible. Based on multi-ob⁃
jective fuzzy rules and historical aircraft taxi data，
they quantified the uncertainty of the route and time⁃
table generated by taxi time prediction. In 2017，
Wang et al.［10］ discretized the taxi speed based on the
taxiing motion model of the aircraft，and used a multi-
objective immune optimization method to study the
specific relationship between the taxi speed and fuel
consumption. In 2018，Zhang et al.［11］ proposed an
online speed profile generation method，which simpli⁃
fied the non-linear optimization model into three easy-

to-handle composition problems and further opti⁃
mized to produce an improved fuel efficiency speed
profile. In 2018，Li et al.［12］ considered the aircraft
taxi time and the number of turns to establish an air⁃
craft taxi path optimization model at the airport with
the shortest taxi time as the goal. The genetic algo⁃
rithm was used to solve the model.

It can be seen from the research review that the

taxi path planning has achieved fruitful results in
both theoretical research and practical application.
Traditional studies mostly assume that the fuel con⁃
sumption of aircraft taxiing will decrease with the re⁃
duction of taxi time，and path planning is based on
the shortest taxi time. However，due to the exis⁃
tence of the turning section，the aircraft needs more
power to accelerate and decelerate greatly，and the
pure pursuit of a shorter time will increase fuel con⁃
sumption. Although precise algorithms such as
multi-objective optimization take full consideration
of various scene constraints，such algorithm models
are complex and computationally intensive，and it is
generally difficult to obtain the optimal solution in
an acceptable time. Therefore，this article compre⁃
hensively considers the aircraft’s taxiing distance
and the number of turns，and plans the shortest path
for the aircraft taxiing. Based on this，a multi-target
speed profile model is established to weigh the time
and fuel consumption during taxiing. Each path gen⁃
erates a more accurate speed profile that takes into
account time and fuel efficiency，obtaining aircraft
taxiing 4-D trajectory. The concept of maximum
theoretical speed is added to the heuristic search pro⁃
cess， which further simplifies the calculation
amount. Compared with other complicated algo⁃
rithms that consider multiple factors，the calculation
speed is faster and has higher practical value.

1 Aircraft Taxi Shortest Path Plan⁃
ning

1. 1 Airport surface structure modeling

The airport movement area includes the run⁃
way，taxiway and apron system. There are various
types of intersections， which are composed of
straight and curved roads interwoven to varying de⁃
grees. Therefore，the network structure of the air⁃
port movement area is redefined to simplify the con⁃
nection relationship. Taking Xi’an Xianyang Inter⁃
national Airport as an example，the simplified dia⁃
gram of the airport movement area structure is
shown in Fig. 1. The letters and the combination of
letter and number in Fig.1 represent the names of
the taxiway.
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After simplifying the structure of the airport
surface，the network connection relationship of the
airport surface system can be clearly and intuitively
understood. But it is not applicable to the design and
solution processing of path planning algorithms. To
this end，the scene structure is represented abstract⁃
ly as G =（V，E） in the form of an undirected
graph. V represents the set of nodes in the taxiway
system，which is composed of the intersections be⁃
tween taxiways，the intersections between taxiways
and runways，parking spots，two ends of the run⁃
way，etc；E represents the set of edges connecting
various nodes in the taxiway system，and is com⁃
posed of taxiway sections between adjacent nodes in
the taxiway system.

In this paper，the adjacency matrix is used to
represent the connection relationship between nodes
and the directed graph model is transformed into a
matrix representation. Suppose there are m nodes in
the airport surface structure diagram，which are rep⁃
resented by a matrix C of m× m，and define the ele⁃
ment Cij of the matrix.

Cij= {10
There is an edge from node i to node j
There is no edge from node i to node j

In the path planning，the nodes of the scene
road network and the taxiway sections must consid⁃
er their attributes，and the attributes of the scene
road network are defined according to the following
requirements E-R relationship model：

（1）Road network（node number，path num⁃
ber）.

（2）Path node（node number，x-coordinate，y-

coordinate）. Directional segment of the path（path
number，start point，end point，distance，taxiway
to which it belongs，wingspan restriction，running
direction，disable or fault）.

When planning a route，the aircraft must con⁃
sider its attributes. The attributes of the aircraft iden⁃
tification are：（1） Aircraft call sign；（2） aircraft
type；（3） aircraft wingspan；（4） current taxi speed
of the aircraft.

1. 2 Aircraft taxi static path planning model

For any aircraft k in the aircraft set F=
{ f1，f2，…，fn }，the system generates P preselected
paths for it，and its zth preselected taxi path Lkz ( 1≤
k≤ n，1≤ z≤ p ) is composed of a set of ordered
nodes { N 1，N 2，…，Nq }. There are M nodes in the
airport network model， where q≤M；

Ni，Nj，Nr ∈V；（Ni，Nj） ∈ E； i= 1，2，…，q； j=
1，2，…，q. The used variables are：xij = 1，indicat⁃
ing that aircraft k passes through node Ni of the taxi⁃
way and then taxis straight to node Nj，otherwise
xij = 0；dij is the length of the straight taxiway road
section（Ni，Nj）in the taxiway system；tij is the taxi
time of the aircraft on the straight taxiway（Ni，Nj）；

Rr= 1 indicates that the aircraft k turns when pass⁃
ing through the taxiway node Nr，otherwise Rr= 0；

Fig.1 Simplified diagram of movement area structure of Xi’an Xianyang International Airport
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dr is the turning length of the aircraft k at the node Nr

during taxiing of the scene；tr is the turning and taxi⁃
ing time of the aircraft at the node Nr. Then the total
taxi distance D of the aircraft can be obtained by

D= ∑
i= 1

m

∑
j= 1

m

xijdij + ∑
i= 1

m

Rrdr (1)

where ∑
i= 1

m

∑
j= 1

m

xijdij is the taxi distance of the aircraft

on each straight taxi section. xij is based on whether
the edge（Ni，Nj） is the taxiing path of aircraft k，

and takes the value 1 or 0. ∑
i= 1

m

Rrdr is the turning dis⁃

tance of the aircraft at each node that needs to turn.
Ri is 1 or 0 according to whether the node Nr is the
turning point of aircraft k. dr can be expressed as

dr= θrπr/180° (2)
According to Ref.［11］，the cosine theorem is

used to solve the aircraft steering angle. The taxiing
process of the aircraft during the turn is shown in
Fig.2.

As shown in Fig.2，because the scene topology
diagram is simplified，the scene aircraft k initially
taxis at node Nu， and then continuously taxis
through the two nodes Ng and Nw. In reality，the air⁃
craft has a turn length at point Ng，and the aircraft
started to taxi at point Nu，and started to turn from
point Nr. After the turn at point Nf，it continued to
taxi to Nw. Then the taxi distance of this road sec⁃
tion is actually the sum of the straight line length
dur， the turning length dr， and the straight line
length dfw.

1. 3 Path planning model solution

The aircraft path taxiing path planning model
established in this paper has many variables，and
some equations are non-linear，so traditional algo⁃
rithms are difficult to solve. In order to solve this
problem，the Bellman Ford algorithm and the A*
algorithm are combined to solve the model. The
model solving the algorithm designed in the paper
is as follows：The goal is to find the path with the
shortest taxiing distance of P aircrafts. Let g（n）be
the slip distance from the start of the path to the
current node n， h（n） the shortest slip distance
from the current node to the target node，and f（n）
the total slip distance of the aircraft from the start
node of the path to the target node. Among them，

h（n） is executed before the algorithm is executed
and pre-processed. All road sections of the airport
are reversed，and the Bellman Ford algorithm is ex⁃
ecuted from the punctuation point as the starting
point to find the shortest taxi distance from the tar⁃
get point to all points. The value is H（n） at this
point.

2 Modeling Taxi Time Profile Con⁃
sidering Time and Fuel

Based on the P taxi paths obtained from the
shortest path planning，the purpose of multi-objec⁃
tive speed profile modeling is to generate a set of un⁃
obstructed speed curves satisfying the time and fuel
optimal for each path，which is called the Pareto so⁃
lution set Yi. Therefore，the 4-D trajectory of the
aircraft at the airport surface taxiing is obtained，as
shown in Fig.3. The straight segment taxi time is
tur，the turn segment taxi time is tr，the straight seg⁃
ment taxi time is tfw. They are the time correspond⁃
ing to the distances dur，dr and dfw.

Fig.2 Aircraft turning section taxiing process

Fig.3 Partial multi-target taxiing profile
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2. 1 Aircraft taxi time modeling

2. 1. 1 Discretization of aircraft taxi trajectory

During the taxiing of an aircraft， its taxiing
speed is continuously changing. In order to reduce
the computational complexity and calculation time
of the algorithm，it is necessary to discretize the taxi
speed and taxi trajectory.

During the aircraft’s taxiing process，the speed
curve on each link ( Ni，Nj ) can be subdivided into
four parts，as shown in Fig.4. The length of each
part represents the taxiing distance of the aircraft in
different operating phases，and the taxiing speed of
the aircraft also changes according to the operating
status.

In the first stage，the aircraft performs uniform
acceleration motion，the acceleration a1 is a con⁃
stant value，and the taxi speed is accelerated from v0
to v1. The value of v1 depends on the length d 1 of
the first stage.

The aircraft maintains a speed v1，the duration
of which depends on the length d 2 of the second
phase.

In the third and fourth stages，the aircraft per⁃
forms deceleration. The difference between these
two stages is that the fourth stage needs to be decel⁃
erated from v3（The final speed of the third stage of
the aircraft） to v4 in the shortest time at the maxi⁃
mum deceleration rate a4 = amax. The length of the
third stage is d 3 = d- d 1 - d 2 - d 4，and v3 can be
determined by a4，v4，and d 4.

Therefore， there are four variables
a1，d 1，d 2，d 4 for each link ( Ni，Nj ). By calculating
the values of four variables，the speed curve and ob⁃
jective function value of the link can be obtained.

2. 1. 2 Taxi time model

For each link ( Ni，Nj )，the speed curve of the
link can be determined through four decision vari⁃
ables a1，d 1，d 2，d 4 and the time for taxiing with the
speed curve can be determined as

TTij= ∑
s= 1

4

ts (3)

where TTij is the taxi time used by the aircraft on
the link；and ts the time consumption of each stage
of the speed curve，s= 1，2，3，4.

For the complete taxi path Lkz of aircraft k，
which is composed of multiple links，the objective
function g1 of taxi time can be further expressed as

g1 = ∑
(Ni,Nj )∈ Lkz

TTij (4)

2. 2 Aircraft taxiing fuel consumption modeling

The discrete aircraft speed profile includes four
phases：acceleration，constant speed，braking，and
emergency braking. The thrust level of the aircraft
in the acceleration and constant speed segments is
obtained according to Ref.［8］，assuming that the
thrust level in the braking and emergency braking
phases ε= 5%，and the turning phase ε=“7%”. Ac⁃
cording to the fuel flow rate in the ICAO emission da⁃
tabase and linear interpolation，the fuel flow rate fs
corresponding to the thrust level at each stage in the
speed profile is obtained by linear interpolation.
Then for each link ( Ni，Nj )，the fuel consumption of
taxiing at this speed curve can be determined as

FFij= ∑
s= 1

4

fs ⋅ ts (5)

where fs is the fuel flow rate at each stage of the
speed curve；ts the time consumption of each stage
of the speed curve；s= 1，2，3，4.

For the complete taxiing path Lkz of aircraft k，
which is composed of multiple links，the objective
function of taxiing fuel consumption g2 can be fur⁃
ther expressed as

g2 = ∑
(Ni,Nj )∈ Lkz

FFij (6)

2. 3 Restrictions

For each link ( Ni，Nj )，the taxi speed profile of
aircraft k is mainly determined by four decision vari⁃
ables a1，d 1，d 2，d 4. Decision variables are calculated

Fig.4 A speed profile with four phases
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sequentially，and once determined，it will be used
to further calculate the next decision variable. Due
to the need to integrate the best speed curve genera⁃
tion method into the routing and scheduling module
to provide online decision making，many decision
variables may result in failure to meet time require⁃
ments. In view of this，the following assumptions
are made on the problem of multi-target velocity
profile generation：

（1）The aircraft accelerates with the maximum
acceleration amax to minimize the acceleration time.

（2） Based on the ICAO emission database
method， the fuel consumption during braking is
equivalent to the fuel combustion during constant
speed. Because braking does not save fuel，the air⁃
craft’s constant speed travel distance d 2 is maxi⁃
mized. Using the maximum deceleration，the driv⁃
ing distance d 4 during the rapid braking phase when
decelerating from v1 to v4 can be expressed by

d 4 =
v21 - v24
2amax

(7)

Based on this assumption，the only undecided
decision variable is the acceleration distance d 1，and
heuristic search method is used to search for the best
value of v1 within the allowable range to determine d 1.

Before searching for v1，the maximum theoreti⁃
cal speed v theory is added，and it is determined by the
length dij of the link ( Ni，Nj )，i.e.

v2theory - v20 = 2a1d 1 (8)
v2theory - v2t = 2a ( dij- d 1 ) max (9)

where dij is the length of the link ( Ni，Nj )；d 1 the ac⁃
celeration distance of the aircraft in the first stage；
v theory the maximum theoretical speed；v0 the initial
speed on the link ( Ni，Nj )；and vt the final speed on
the link ( Ni，Nj ).

There are two situations：
（1）v theory ≥ vmax
At this time，it is shown that the link is long

enough，the aircraft satisfies the acceleration of a1 to
vmax，and then decelerates to the final speed vt of the
link ( Ni，Nj ). Search for the best value of v1 within vmax.

（2）v theory < vmax
At this point，it is shown that the link length is

not enough to accelerate to vmax. The aircraft will ac⁃

celerate to v theory by a1，and then decelerate by vmax to
meet the situation where the link end reaches vt.
Search for the best value of v1 within v theory.

2. 4 Multi⁃objective velocity profile model solu⁃
tion

This paper uses a heuristic search method to
search the decision variable v1，weighs the taxi time
and fuel consumption，and finally generates a multi-
target speed profile for the selected path. The specif⁃
ic search steps are as follows：

（1）Input the segmented path Lkz.
（2）Traverse weights u1，u2：
u1 is from 0 to 1 in step of 1/12，i.e.

u2 = 1- u1 (10)
（3）Corresponding to the determined weight，

take the link ( Ni，Nj ) on the path Lkz：

① Straight link
Speed value v1 =[ vmin，vmax，1 ]，a total of 12

schemes.
Introduce v theory to traverse the speed value dur⁃

ing the acceleration phase.
Corresponding to the determined speed v1，find

the taxi time TTij and fuel consumption FFij of the
link ( Ni，Nj )，and solve

u1 ⋅TTij+ u2 ⋅FFij (11)
Select the corresponding v1 when the benefit is

the smallest，and use this value to determine the
speed profile of the link ( Ni，Nj ).

② Turn link
The corresponding speed is 5.14 m/s，and find

the cornering benefit value.
（4） Summing the fuel consumption FFij and

time TTij of all links ( Ni，Nj ) to obtain the objective
function values g1，g2.

（5）Speed profile generation of taxi path.
Output g1，g2.

3 Dynamic Path Planning for Air⁃
craft Taxiing

Due to the complexity of the airport surface
taxiway network，and the uncertainty of taxiway op⁃
eration and taxiway operating rules， the dynamic
path planning part divides the airport surface area.
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According to the 4-D trajectory prediction model，
the area occupied by each taxiing trajectory is solved
for the time window，and the head-to-head colli⁃
sion，cross-collision and rear-end collision detection
are performed for each static preselected path. In or⁃
der to resolve the conflict，the aircraft must stop
waiting or change the path. After release，recalcu⁃
late its taxiing 4-D trajectory and update the time
window of the preselected path. The path with the
least total taxi time and total waiting time is taken as
the optimal solution for dynamic path planning，and
a conflict-free taxi path is planned for the aircraft cur⁃
rently requesting the path［13］.

3. 1 Taxiway area division model

Assuming that the taxiway area connection rela⁃
tionship is obtained from the airport network model.
And then the taxiway is divided into several non-over⁃
lapping areas. Therefore the taxiway area division
model is obtained. Finally，the two are superimposed
according to the spatial position to obtain a hierarchi⁃
cal taxiway structure model，as shown in Fig.5.

The conflicts in the taxiway system can be di⁃
vided into three categories as shown in Fig. 6：（1）
Head conflict；（2）cross conflict；（3）rear-end con⁃
flict.

3. 2 Aircraft taxi time window

According to the results of path planning，cal⁃
culate the time when the aircraft enters and leaves

each taxiway area，and solves the time window oc⁃
cupied by each area on the taxi path［14-15］.

The time when the aircraft k enters the taxiing
area Qi is recorded as t ini ( k )，and the time when the
aircraft k leaves the taxiing area Qi is recorded as
t outi ( k ). If Qi is the initial taxiing area，the time for
the aircraft k to enter the area Qi is equal to the path
planning start time t0. If Qi is not the initial taxiing
area，then the time t ini ( k ) when the aircraft k enters
the taxiing area Qi is the time t outi- 1 ( k ) to leave the
taxiing area t outi- 1 ( k ). If Qi is the end taxiing area，
the time t outi ( k ) for the aircraft k to leave the area Qi

is equal to the taxi end time te，which satisfies
ì

í

î

ïï
ïï

t ini ( k ) = t0 i= 1
t ini ( k ) = t outi- 1 ( k ) = ti 2≤ i≤ e- 1
t outi ( k ) = te i= e

(12)

Taxi time window vector is a collection of the
occupied time window of each area on the planned
taxi path LKZ for the aircraft k. The time window
twi（k）of the taxiing area Qi occupied by aircraft k
can be defined as a two-tuple of t ini ( k ) and t outi ( k )，i.e.

twi ( k )= ( t ini ( k ),t outi ( k ) ) (13)
Therefore， the taxi time window vector

TW ( k ) of path L can be defined as
TW ( k) =[ tw 1 ( k),tw 2 ( k),⋯,tw e- 1 ( k ) ] (14)

3. 3 Surface conflict detection and resolution
based on taxi time window

When there is a conflict in the planned trajecto⁃
ry time window of the aircraft，based on the compar⁃
ison of their priorities，wait or change the route to
resolve the taxi conflict. The high-priority aircraft
can directly pass through the conflict area on the
original planned path. Low-priority aircraft can slow
down in advance or take a suboptimal preselected
path（the shortest path that does not pass through
the conflict zone and reaches the destination）. At
the same time，it is necessary to add the safety inter⁃
val time λ when calculating the waiting time to meet
the aircraft surface taxi standard. Currently，aircraft
surface taxiing studies mainly adopt a first-come，
first-served strategy，which is simple and easy to im⁃
plement and reflect the principle of fairness. The
flight priority is based on the aircraft’s take-off
time，and the earlier take-off time has the higher pri⁃

Fig.5 Taxiway area division

Fig.6 Taxi conflict
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ority.
If the aircraft chooses to change the path to

complete the conflict resolution，re-arrange the sub-

optimal pre-selected path for the aircraft and update
the time window of the aircraft’s taxi area on the en⁃
tire taxi path. If the aircraft chooses to wait in place
to complete the conflict resolution，the three con⁃
flict resolution methods are as follows：

（1）Head-to-head conflict detection and resolu⁃
tion

If there is a head-on conflict between aircraft k1
and k2，and the taxiing area Qi is the conflict sec⁃
tion，there is

{t ini ( k2 )< t outi ( k1 )
t outi ( k2 )> t ini ( k1 )

(15)

Assuming that the aircraft chooses to wait in
place to complete the conflict resolution，its waiting
time h can be obtained as

h= t outi ( k1 )- t ini ( k1 )+ λ (16)
Then the time when the aircraft k2 enters the

taxiway area Qi can be updated to
t ini ( k2 )= t outi- 1 ( k2 )+ h (17)

（2）Cross-conflict detection and resolution
If there is a cross conflict between aircrafts k1

and k2，and the taxiing area Qi is the cross conflict
section，there is

|t ini ( k2 )- t ini ( k1 ) |< λ (18)
Assuming that the aircraft chooses to wait in

place to complete the cross conflict resolution，the
waiting time h can be obtained as

h= t ini ( k2 )- t ini ( k1 )+ λ (19)
Then the time of aircraft k2 entering the taxi⁃

way area Qi can be updated to
t ini ( k2 )= t outi- 1 ( k2 )+ h (20)

（3）Rear-end conflict detection and resolution
If collision occurs between aircrafts k1 and k2，

and the taxiing area Qi is the rear end section，there is

{ t ini ( k2 )≥ t ini ( k1 )
t outi ( k2 )≤ t outi ( k1 )

(21)

Assuming that the aircraft chooses to wait in
place to complete the rear-end collision resolution，
its waiting time h can be obtained as

h= t outi ( k1 )- t outi ( k2 )+ λ (22)
Then the time of aircraft k2 entering the taxi⁃

way area Qi can be updated to
t ini ( k2 )= t outi- 1 ( k2 )+ h (23)

3. 4 Dynamic path planning and solution

If there are a total of n aircraft operating on
the scene，the waiting time of the aircraft k，due to
conflict with other aircraft when taxiing，is defined
as

σk= ∑h (24)
By making low-priority aircraft wait or change

paths to resolve conflicts，the goal of the dynamic
path planning method proposed in this paper is to
minimize the total taxi time Z of surface-operating
aircraft. Its objective function is

Z= te - t0 + σk (25)
t0 ≥ ETOP,te ≤ ETOD (26)

where ETOP is the time when the aircraft starts
taxiing is not earlier than the expected push-back
time. ETOD is the time when the aircraft ends taxi
is no later than the estimated take-off time.

4 Example Analysis

4. 1 Aircraft taxi shortest path generation

（1）Experimental settings
This paper takes the ground taxi system of

Xi’an Xianyang International Airport as an exam⁃
ple，and uses the A* algorithm to optimize the mod⁃
el. The airport has three terminals and two parallel
runways. The flight data of the airport on April
2nd，2019 from 14：00：00 to 14：10：55 are used
for simulation calculation. The taxi schedule of the
flight is shown in Table 1. Plan three pre-selected
taxi paths for each aircraft according to their respec⁃
tive flight plans，that is，the number of pre-selected
paths P = 3.

Table 1 Flight taxi schedule

Flight number

HU7869
MU2159
MU2769
MU9025
GS7657
SC4964

Arrival/
Departure
Arrival
Departure
Arrival
Departure
Departure
Arrival

Start point

05L
318
05R
315
101
05L

End point

126
05R
320
05L
05L
120
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（2）Simulation results
The system gives the feasible taxi path of

each aircraft，and the taxi path length and number
of turns of taxiing from the starting node to the tar⁃
get node according to this path. The pre-selected
path and time for aircraft HU7869 are shown in
Table 2.

As can be seen from Table 2，the taxi path
planning system considers the number of turns，
and provides three different pre-selected paths for
each aircraft，which are sorted in increasing order
according to the total taxi distance. For a non-

steering node on the aircraft’s taxi path，the air⁃
craft is considered to taxi directly into the node
and only take up the node at a certain moment.
For a turning node on the aircraft’s taxi path，it is

considered that the aircraft takes a certain amount
of time to perform a turning operation after taxiing
into the node，and then the aircraft taxis out of the
node.

Fig.7 shows the aircraft paths with and without
considering the turning distance. The red section in⁃
dicates the section that cannot be driven due to direc⁃
tion restrictions. It can be seen from Fig. 7 that the
route considering the turning distance reduces the
aircraft’s taxi nodes and the number of turns.

The taxi data of the six aircraft paths listed in
Table 1 with and without considering the turning
distance are calculated. The comparison results of
taxi path data with and without considering the taxi
turning distance for aircraft MU9025 are shown in
Table 3.

Table 2 Pre⁃selected path and time for aircraft HU7869

Flight number

HU7869

Pre⁃selected path
6→12→16→33→32→31→47→60→165
6→12→16→33→32→48→61→60→165

6→12→16→33→32→31→30→46→59→165

Taxi distance/ m
2 853.144 73
2 853.144 73
3 130.126 83

Turning distance /m
1 490.019 08
1 490.019 08
1 490.019 08
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Comparing the statistical data in Table 3，it
can be seen that the total taxi distance and the
turning distance of the aircraft are reduced after
the path optimization，and the taxi turn distance is
the main factor for the reduction of the total taxi
distance.

4. 2 Multi⁃target velocity profile generation

（1）Experimental settings
According to ICAO standards，the aircraft’s

linear speed does not exceed 30 knot，and the turn
taxi speed does not exceed 10 knot. It is assumed
that the minimum taxi speed vmin of the aircraft is
5.14 m/s and the maximum speed vmax is 15.43 m/s.

Constant speed when turning. The turning speed is
set to 5.14 m/s. In order to ensure passenger com⁃
fort， the maximum acceleration and deceleration
rate amax is set to 0.98 m/s2.

Based on the obtained shortest taxi path for
taxiing，the taxi path is divided into straight sections
and turning sections， and the initial speed， final
speed and section length information of each section
are obtained，as shown in Table 4.

Take flight number HU7869 as an example.
The flight is an approaching aircraft. The initial
speed is 5.14 m/s and the taxiing speed is 5.14 m/s
on the path segment“6-12” to the turning node

“12”. At a speed of 5.14 m/s，the taxi is at a con⁃
stant speed at the turning point“12”，and then
taxis on the path segment“12-16”at a speed of
5.14 m/s to reach the next turning point“16”at a
speed of 5.14 m/s. Take the arriving flight
HU7869 as an example. It starts to taxi on the
path“6-12”to the turning point“12”with an ini⁃

Fig.7 Taxi path comparison with and without considering turning distance

Table 3 Taxi data comparison with and without consid⁃
ering turning distance

Flight
number

MU9025

Steering distance /m
No turning
2 899.458
2 988.399
3 824.439

Turning
1 179.943
1 268.883
1 179.943

Taxi distance /m
No turning
5 836.950
5 925.891
6 761.933

Turning
4 201.185
4 290.125
4 399.337
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tial speed of 5.14 m/s，and turn at the turning point
“12”at a constant speed；taxi on“12-16”at a speed
of 5.14 m/s to reach the next turning point“16”，

and turn at the turning point“16”at a constant
speed，and so on. Until all paths are skidded，and
finally reach the apron and reduce the speed to 0.

（2）Simulation results
The system generated the speed profile of each

aircraft on the shortest preselected path，as shown
in Fig.8.

It can be seen from Fig. 8 that when searching
with different weights，the aircraft generates com⁃
pletely different speed profiles，which depends on
the decision of the controller in practical applica⁃
tions. Taking the shortest path of flight HU7869 as
an example，the taxi data of the speed profile at dif⁃
ferent weights are counted. The comparison results
are shown in Table 5. It can be seen that when the

Fig.8 Speed profile and trust corresponding to different fuel
consumption and time weight settings

Table 4 HU7869 taxi path segmentation information

Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Path segment
6⁃12
12
12⁃16
16
16⁃33
33
33⁃31
31
31⁃60
60

60⁃165

Segment type
Straight
Turn
Straight
Turn
Straight
Turn
Straight
Turn
Straight
Turn
Straight

Start speed/ (m·s-1)
5.14
5.14
5.14
5.14
5.14
5.14
5.14
5.14
5.14
5.14
5.14

End speed/ (m·s-1)
5.14
5.14
5.14
5.14
5.14
5.14
5.14
5.14
5.14
5.14
0

Length/m
286.846
55.799
103.767
282.070
77.663
227.168
353.152
403.196
264.199
521.783
194.420
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time weight is the largest，the total taxi time of the
generated speed profile is the least，but the fuel con⁃
sumption is the largest. Otherwise，when the fuel
weight is the largest，the total taxi time in the speed
profile is the longest，but the fuel consumption is
the smallest. When the aircraft is taxiing at different
speeds and accelerations on a specified path，the ef⁃
fect on taxi time cost and taxi fuel consumption cost
is different. The pursuit of the optimal time cost will
inevitably cause excessive fuel consumption， and
the taxi time when the fuel consumption is optimal
is not really optimal from the perspective of the total
taxi cost. Taking the shortest path of flight HU7869
as an example，the Pareto front of the best speed
profile is shown in Fig.9.

It can be clearly seen from the experimental re⁃
sults that the optimal taxiing time for the aircraft to

complete the designated path does not correspond to
the optimal taxiing fuel consumption，and the two
are not in direct relationship. Decreasing the taxi
time of the aircraft does not mean that the fuel con⁃
sumption is reduced. On the contrary，reducing the
taxi time of the aircraft will change the taxi speed，
and frequent acceleration and deceleration will bring
more fuel consumption.

4. 3 Dynamic path planning and solution of sur⁃
face taxiing aircraft

（1）Dynamic path planning example
In order to further verify the dynamic path plan⁃

ning method，the six aircraft select the preselected
paths with the shortest taxiing distance（Table 6），

and the conflict detection and resolution are carried
out based on calculating the taxiway occupation
time window. Therefore， the dynamic path plan⁃
ning method generates a collision free taxiing path
with the shortest taxiing time for the requesting air⁃
craft.

（2）Result analysis
The taxiway structure model covers the run⁃

ways，stands and main taxiway areas of Xi’an Xian⁃
yang International Airport. The time window occu⁃

Fig.9 Pareto fronti of the best speed profile of flight
HU7869

Table 5 Comparison of taxi data of speed profile of
HU7869 at different weights

Time
weight u1
0/12
1/12
2/12
3/12
4/12
5/12
6/12
7/12
8/12
9/12
10/12
11/12

Fuel weight
u2

12/12
11/12
10/12
9/12
8/12
7/12
6/12
5/12
4/12
3/12
2/12
1/12

Total taxi
time /s
513.394 4
454.426 9
433.903 8
425.265 8
420.422 6
418.514 6
417.293 3
416.577 1
416.511 6
416.374 7
416.167 7
416.167 7

Total fuel con⁃
sumption/ kg
45.590 2
47.624 0
50.365 8
52.556 7
54.555 9
55.687 7
56.744 2
57.560 9
57.665 5
58.030 5
58.758 3
58.758 3

Table 6 The shortest pre⁃selected paths of six aircrafts

Flight number

HU7869

MU2159

MU2769
MU9025
GS7657
SC4964

Pre⁃selected path

6→12→16→33→32→31→47→60→165
154→155→156→134→133→132→131→130→129>128→127→126→

125→124→109→100→166→91>167
168→101→100→99→98→97→78→75→73→42→23→22→1
168→101→100→99→98→97→78→75→73→42→23→22→1

169→61→48→32→31、→30→29→28→27→26→25>24→23→22→1
7→13→17→36→35→34→33→32→48→61→60→165→59→170

Sliding distance/
m

2 853.144 73

3 254.050 31

4 201.185 27
4 201.185 27
3 083.711 14
3 628.426 74

Turning distance/
m

1 490.019 08

1 158.754 56

1 179.943 32
1 179.943 32
610.724 44
1 466.328 44
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pied by the taxiway area of the aircraft during the
study period is shown in Fig.10.

It can be seen from Fig.10 that if taxiing accord⁃
ing to the initial planned track，the aircraft MU2159
and GS7657 will have a rear-end collision，and the
aircraft MU2769 nd MU9025 will have a cross-colli⁃
sion. The dynamic path planning method is used to
adjust the planned tracks of low priority aircraft
MU9025 and GS7657. The adjustment structure is
shown in Fig.11.

It can be seen from Fig.11 that the initial
planned tracks of aircraft MU9025 and GS7657

have changed. Since the total taxiing time after wait⁃
ing is less than the taxiing time after changing the
route，the aircraft MU9025 will continue taxiing ac⁃
cording to the initial planned path after waiting. Af⁃
ter waiting，the aircraft GS7657 continues to glide
along the original planned path.

In addition，the planned path of the other four
aircraft should not be interfered by conflict resolu⁃
tion measures. The time variation of arriving at the
target point before and after aircraft dynamic plan⁃
ning is shown in Table 7. Due to the conflict resolu⁃
tion，the time for MU9025 and GS7657 to reach the
target point has been increased，and the remaining
aircraft not affected by the dynamic planning have
not changed，so as to achieve the purpose that dy⁃
namic planning does not affect other surface opera⁃
tions.

5 Conclusions

By using the dynamic path planning method
proposed in this paper，the total taxiing time of the
aircraft on the surface can be further reduced，the
number of aircraft conflicts can be significantly re⁃
duced，and the airport operation safety can be guar⁃
anteed. Some conclusions are obtained as follows：

（1）A multi-target velocity profile model is es⁃
tablished on the basis of generating static preselect⁃
ed paths.

（2）By balancing the taxiing time and fuel con⁃
sumption of the aircraft，a more accurate multi-tar⁃
get speed profile considering time and fuel efficiency
is generated for each path，and the 4-D trajectory of
the aircraft taxiing is predicted.

（3）In the optimization search process，the con⁃
Fig.11 Occupied time window before and after conflict res⁃

olution of MU9025 and GS7657

Table 7 Change of taxiing time before and after aircraft
dynamic planning

Aircraft

HU7869
MU2159
MU2769
MU9025
GS7657
SC4964

Taxing time / s
Before planning
427.825 4
294.205 4
467.510 8
511.975 6
367.280 6
506.641 1

After planning
427.825 4
294.205 4
467.510 8
541.568 1
396.430 9
506.641 1

Variation
0.000 0
0.000 0
0.000 0
29.592 5
29.150 3
0.000 0

Fig.10 Time window occupied by taxiway area of aircraft’s
initial flight path
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cept of maximum theoretical speed is added to the
heuristic search process，which further simplifies
the calculation. It is faster than other complicated al⁃
gorithms that consider multiple factors，which is
helpful for real-time air traffic control decisions and
has higher practical application value.
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考虑时间和燃油的航空器滑行 4⁃D航迹预测及动态规划

李 楠 1，章 磊 1，孙 瑜 2，高 峥 3

（1.中国民航大学民航航班广域监视与安全管控技术重点实验室，天津 300300，中国；2.中国民用航空华北地区

空中交通管理局，北京 100000，中国；3.中国民用航空天津空管分局，天津 300300，中国）

摘要：传统的滑行路径规划研究大多假设航空器处于匀速滑行状态，以最短滑行时间为优化目标。虽然很容易

解决，但并没有考虑航空器转弯时速度剖面的变化，最短的滑行时间不一定带来最佳的滑行油耗。本文考虑了

转弯次数，采用改进的A*算法，以航空器滑行直线距离及转弯距离之和最短的 P条静态路径作为可行滑行路径。

通过平衡滑行时间和燃油消耗，为每个预选航迹生成一组帕累托最优速度剖面，预测航空器的 4⁃D航迹。基于 4⁃
D航迹预测结果，通过滑行区域中的占用时间窗检测冲突。对于冲突飞机，根据优先级比较，选择等待或更改路

径以解决滑行冲突。最终为航空器生成无冲突的滑行路径并更新路径占用时间窗。实验结果表明，该方法缩短

了飞机的滑行距离和转弯时间，降低了燃油消耗。该方法具有一定的实际应用价值，有望在未来的实时空中交

通管制决策中得到应用。

关键词：航空运输；航迹规划；启发式算法；滑行时间；滑行燃油消耗
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